## ALMANACS
- World Almanac: `un=lexstu` `pw=lexstu`
- World Almanac for Kids: `same as above`

## ENCYCLOPEDIAS
- Britannica: `no password`
- Grolier from school: `un=midsch` `pw=lexington`
- Grolier from home: `un=midsch2` `pw=lexington2`
- World Book: `un=lexington` `pw=worldbook`

## ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
- Biography in Context: `no password`
- Books & Authors: `no password`
- Literature Resource Center: `no password`

## NEWSPAPERS & MAGAZINES
- Boston Globe: `no password`
- New York Times: `no password`
- IntoTrac (portal to 30+ databases): `no password required`
- Sirs Discoverer: `un=lexstu` `pw=lexstu`

## SCIENCE & HEALTH
- Core Concepts: Periodic Table, Chemistry, Biology `un=diamond` `pw=drummer`
- Science in Context: `no password`
- Teen Health & Wellness: `un=diamond` `pw=drummer`

## SOCIAL STUDIES
#### Grade 6: Ancient Civ
- Daily Life Through History: `un=lexstu` `pw=lexstu`
- World History Ancient & Medieval Eras: `same as above`
- World History in Context: `no password`

#### Grade 7: World Geo
- CultureGrams: `un=lexmid` `pw=lexmid`
- Global Issues in Context: `no password`
- World Geography – Understanding a Changing World: `un=lexstu` `pw=lexstu`

#### Grade 8: US History
- American History: `un=lexstu` `pw=lexstu`
- Daily Life Through History: `same as above`
- US History in Context: `no password`

## LIBRARY E-BOOKS
- `un=diamond` `pw=di@mond`

## NOODLETOOLS.COM
- School/Library: `un=Lexington` `pw=biblio`